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1. Introduction. The problem to be considered is that of minimizing an

expression of the form

f(x, y, y')dx
ii

in a class of arcs

ji = yi(x)       (x1 ^ x ^ x2; i = 1, • • • , «)

satisfying a set of differential equations

Mx, y,y') = 0 [ß = l, • • • , m < »)

and having its end values [x1, y(xl), x1, y(x2) ] lying on a surface S in (x^yWy2)-

space. The surface S may be defined by equations of the form

(1.2) *„[*\ y(xl), x2, y(x2)) = 0 (M - 1, ■ ■ • , P ^ 2n + 2)

or by parametric equations

(1.3) x' -   xs(au ■ ■ ■ , a,), yf -   yf(eti, ■ ■ ■ , ar) (s — 1, 2).

In the latter case the function g of the end values may be considered as a

function g(a) of the parameters ah ■ ■ ■ , ar. The functional / can then be

taken in the form

f(x, y, y')dx.

It is immaterial which of the forms (1.2) and (1.3) is used. The theory for the

one can readily be obtained from that of the other.

A sufficiency proof for the problem of Bolza independent of assumptions

of normality has recently been given by the author (IV) f and in a somewhat

modified form by Bliss (VII). The proof given is indirect in the sense that

* Presented to the Society, November 28, 1936; received by the editors November 9, 1936.

The results here given were obtained at the University of Chicago during the Summer Quarter, 1936,

and came as a result of a discussion of the problem with Professor Bliss.

t Roman numerals in parentheses refer to the references at the end of the paper.
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it is applicable only after the problem has been transformed into an equiva-

lent problem of somewhat different form. This proof, although adequate, is

not entirely satisfactory. For a satisfactory theory one should have a suffi-

ciency proof which can be applied directly to the problem at hand. The pur-

pose of this paper is to give such a proof. The proof here given is essentially

a generalization of the earlier one and makes use of the notion of families

of Mayer fields which is the basis of Hahn's theorem as presented by Bliss

(II). The only other sufficiency proof for the problem of Bolza known to the

author which is independent of assumptions of normality is the one recently

announced by Reid (IX). This proof has the same limitations as the earlier

proof of the author.*

2. Preliminary remarks. The hypotheses upon which the analysis of the

present paper is based and the terminology used will be that of the author

(IV) in case the end conditions are of the form (1.3) and that of Bliss (VII)

in case the end conditions are of the form (1.2). The definition of admissible

arcs here used will be that of Bliss; that is, an arc (1.1) will be said to be

admissible if it is continuous and is composed of a finite number of subarcs

having a continuously turning tangent, satisfying the equations (pß = 0, and

having its elements (x, y, y') all admissible. As is customary we center our

attention on a particular admissible arc E0 with end values (xq1, y<}, x£, y02)

on S. We shall assume that the parameters (a) in equations (1.3) have been

chosen so that the end values of E0 are given by the values (a) = (0). We shall

assume further that the matrix of the derivatives of the second members of

equations (1.3) has rank r at (a) = (0).

The arc E0 will be said to satisfy the condition I with a set of multipliers

X0, X^(x) if the Euler-Lagrange equations

(2.1) Fwt> - JT F«d* + Ct,        4>ß = 0 (i=l,---,n)

hold along E0, where the c's are constants and

F{x, y, y', X) = X0/ + \ß(x)<bß (ß ==* 1, • • • , m)

and if further the transversality condition

(2.2) [(F - ylFVi,)dx + F#4yifl+ X0<fg = 0

holds on Eo for all directions dx\ dy}, dx2, dy? tangent to S at the point on 5

determined by the end values of E0. Here and elsewhere it will be understood

* Added in proof. Reid has recently removed these limitations in a paper entitled A direct

expansion proof of sufficient conditions for the non-parametric problem of Bolza to appear in an early

issue of these Transactions.
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that the multiplier X0 is a constant and that the multipliers \ß(x) have con-

tinuity properties like those of the functions yl (x) belonging to E0. An ad-

missible arc (1.1) and a set of multipliers X0, \ß(x) having continuous

derivatives yl, yl*, X/ will be called an extremal if it satisfies equations

(2.1) with a set of constants c,-.

The arc E0 will be said to satisfy the Weierstrass condition ILj; with a set

of multipliers X0, \ß(x) if at each element (x, y, y', X) in a neighborhood 5Ji of

those on E0 and having (x, y, y') admissible, the inequality

e(x, y, y, x, r) > 0

holds for every admissible set (x, y, Y') ^{x, y, y'), where

e = Fix, y, Y', X) - F{x, y, y', X) - (7/ - y!)Fy,(x, y, y', X).

The arc E0 will be said to satisfy the Clebsch condition III' if at each element

(x, y, y', X) on E0 the inequality

Fyi'^'TTiTTk > 0 (i, k = 1, • • • , n)

holds for every set of constants (tt)^(O) satisfying the conditions pßy'iiri = 0.

The arc E0 will be said to satisfy the condition IV with a set of multi-

pliers X0 = l, \ß(x) if the second variation J2 of / formed with these multi-

pliers is positive definite along E0. In order to define this condition more

precisely, recall that when the end conditions are taken in the form (1.3) the

second variation J2 of / along Ea is expressible in the form (II, pp. 520-521).

r2
J2{r), w) = hiWhWi + J ^ 2u(x, rj, r)')dx,

where h,l = l, ■ ■ ■ ,r;i,k = l, ■ ■ ■ ,n;s not summed,

2o> = FyiVkViVk 4" FViVk>rnr]k + Fyi>Vhirt'i rik ,

(2.3) bhl = ghl + [(F - ylFyAx'hl + Fyi.y»iT*
8 —2

+ [(Fx - ylFyjxixf + Fyi(xh°y°l + xfy'ih)Y~_i.

In the last expression the subscripts h, I denote the derivatives of the func-

tions g(a), x'(a), yfia) with respect to ah, on at (a) = (0). The variations r/;(x)

are assumed to have derivatives like those of the functions yi(x) and the w's

are constants. The second variation J2(n, w) is said to be positive definite

along Ea if the inequality J2(v, w)>0 holds for every set of variations

(77, w)   (0, 0) satisfying along E0 the differential equations

$ß(x, V, v') = Pßvji + Pßvi'Vi =0 (ß = \, ■ ■ ■ ,m)

and end conditions (s not summed; s = l, 2)
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(2.4) Vi(xo) = c'hWh,       c'h = y'h — yi (xo)x^ ,

the functions yi (x) being the slope functions of E0.

The purpose of the present paper is to give a direct proof of the following

theorem:

Theorem 2.1. // the arc E0 has no corners and satisfies the conditions I,

Ilg;, III', IV', there exist neighborhoods % of E0 in xy-space and N of the end

values of EQ in (x^x^y2)-space such that the inequality J(C) >J(E0) holds for

every admissible arc C in 5 with end values on S in N and not identical with E0.

The condition IV' can be replaced by other conditions, commonly called

conditions of Mayer, which together with the condition III' imply the con-

dition IV here defined. A discussion of these results has been given by Bliss

(VII, pp. 95-140) and the author (IV, pp. 810-813; VIII). One should also

consult the papers of Morse (V) and Reid (VI).

The differential equations associated with the second variation are given

by the equations

(2.5) QVi - (d/dx)QVi, = 0, $3=0,

where fl=u+l»»(j;)$j. When the condition III' is satisfied, a solution ijj, pß of

equations (2.5) is completely determined by the functions = Q,,--. A sys-

tem tjik, f ,» (i, k = 1, ■ • • , n) of n linearly dependent solutions of equations

(2.5) will be called a conjugate system if the equations

(2.6) tiflii — tiiVii =0 (*, j, k *= 1, • • • , »)

hold identically on x1x2.

3. Fundamental sufficiency theorems. In this section we shall assume

that the arc E0 forms an extremal arc with a set of multipliers X0 = 1, \ß(x).

The sufficiency theorems here given depend upon the notion of families of

Mayer fields. The definition of Mayer fields here used is that of Bliss (I,

p. 730). Let g and N be respectively neighborhoods of E0 in :ry-space and of

the end values of E0 in (x1, y1, x2, y2)-space such that the points (x1, yx),

(x2, y2) determined by points in N are in Suppose that for each fixed point

(x1, y1, x2, y2) in N the functions

(3.1)        pi(x, y, xl, y1, x2, y2),      h=\,      lß(x, y, x\ yl, x2, y2)

are the slope functions and multipliers of a Mayer field over the neighborhood

g of E0 and that E0 is an extremal of the field determined by its end values

(xo1, y<t, x02, yo2)- Let Wix1, y1, x2, y2) be the function defined over N by the

equation
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{Fdx + (dyi - Pidx)Fy,} ,
(as1.II1)

where the integral in this expression is the Hilbert integral formed with the

functions (3.1) and evaluated along an arc in % joining the points (xl, y1),

(x2, y2). Since E0 is an extremal of the field determined by its end values, it

follows that

(3.2) J(E0) = W(xt, ya\ x02, y02).

A first sufficiency theorem is the following (cf. VII, p. 107).

Theorem 3.1. // at each point (x, y) in % and each element (xl, y1, x2, y2)

on S in N the Weierstrass E-function formed with the functions (3.1) satisfies

the condition

(3.3) E{x,y,p,l,y') >Q

for every admissible set (x, y, y')^ (x, y, p) and if the end values of Et, afford a

proper minimum for the function W(x1, y1, x2, y2) on S in N, then the inequality

J(C) >J(E0) holds for every admissible arc C in % with end values on S in N

and not identical with Eo.

For from the definitions of the function W and the Weierstrass ^-function

it follows readily that

/(C) = W(x\ y\ x\ y2) + f E(x, y, p, I, y')dx,
J c

where (a;1, y1, x2, y2) are the end values of C and the functions pi} l0, Iß appear-

ing in the E-iunction are the functions (3.1) determined by the end values

of C. Since the end values of the arc E0 afford a proper minimum to the func-

tion W on S in N it follows from the relations (3.2), (3.3), and the last equa-

tion that

(3.4) /(C) ^ W{x\ y\ x\ y2) ^ W(x0\ y0\ x02, y02) = J(E0),

the equality holding in both cases only in case the end values of C and E0

coincide and the equations y' =Pi hold along C. But in this case the arc C

would be an extremal of the field determined by the common end values of C

and E0 and hence would coincide with E0 since there is but one extremal of

the field through each point of %. This proves the theorem.

When the surface 5 is defined by the parametric equations (1.3), the

parameter values (a) = (0) giving the end values of E0, the sufficiency theorem

described above can be stated in somewhat different form. Let ^ be a neigh-

borhood of Et, in ry-space and A be a neighborhood of (a) = (0) in («i, • • •, ar)-
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space such that the points (x1, y1), (x2, y2) determined by points on 5 with

parameter values (a) in A are in Suppose that for each element (a) in A

the functions

(3.5) pi(x,y,a),      h = 1,      lß(x, y, a)

are the slope functions and multipliers of a Mayer field defined over g and

that E0 is an extremal of the field determined by (a) = (0). Let W(txi, ■ ■ ■ ,ar)

be the function defined by the equation

(3.6) W(a) = g(x\ y\ x\ y) + f    '* ' [Fdx + {dyt - pidx)Fy,} ,

where (x1, y1, x2, y2) is the point (1.3) on 5 determined by («i, • • • , ar) and

the integral is the Hilbert integral formed with the functions (3.5) and evalu-

ated along an arc in % joining the points (a;1, y1), (x2, y2). One readily verifies

that J{EQ) = W(0). The following sufficiency theorem can now be established

by an argument like that given above.

Theorem 3.2. // at each point (x, y) in % and each element (a) in A the

inequality

(3.7) E[x, y, p(x, y, a), l(x, y, a), y'] > 0

holds for every admissible element (x, y, y'^y^ix, y, p) and the element (a) = (0)

affords a proper relative minimum to the function W(a), then the inequality

J(C) >J(E0) is true for every admissible arc C in % not identical with E„ and

having its end values on S in a sufficiently small neighborhood N of the end values

ofE0.

One readily verifies that Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are equivalent whenever,

as we have assumed, the surface S is non-singular. The earlier sufficiency

theorem given by Hestenes (IV, p. 805) and in somewhat different form by

Bliss (VII, p. 107) is the special case in which the functions (3.1) and (3.5)

depend only on the values (x, y). When this earlier theorem is applied to the

problem of Bolza with separated end conditions obtained from the original

problem of Bolza here described by a suitably chosen transformation, and the

result is reinterpreted in terms of the original problem, one obtains a theorem

of the type here described.

4. Two lemmas. The proof of Theorem 2.1 to be given in the next section

will be based on Theorem 3.2 and two lemmas, the first of which is the follow-

ing:

Lemma 4.1. Let EQ be a non-singular extremal arc with multipliers X0 = l,

\ß(x) for which there exists a conjugate system rjik, f a of solutions of the accessory
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equations (2.5) whose determinant \r)ik(x)\ is different from zero along EQ. Let

uih, vih (h = l, ■ ■ ■ , r) be a set of r further solutions of equations (2.5). There

exists an (n-\-r) -parameter family of extremals

yi = y,{x, <*»,•••, an, ait • • • , ar),

(4.1)
Xo = 1,   X<j = \ß(x, alt ■ ■ ■ , an, au ■ ■ ■ , ar)

containing E0for values Xo1 ̂x^x02, a»=0, ah=0 and such that the functions

y%, yix, Zi = Fyi>, zix have continuous first and second partial derivatives in a

neighborhood of the values (x, a, a) belonging to EQ and have as its variations

along E0

(4.2) yiak = 1Jik, Ziak = £ik, yiah = Uih, Zlah = Vih.

Moreover there is a neighborhood g of E0 in xy-space and A of (a) = (0) such

that for every fixed set (a) in A the family (4.1) defines a Mayer field over %. The

slope functions and multipliers of the field are given by the equations

pi(x, y, a) = yix[x, a(x, y, a), a],

(4.3)
to = 1,       lß(x, y, a) = \ß[x, a(x, y, a), a\,

where the values ai(x, y, a) are determined by the first n of the equations (4.1).

The arc £0 is an extremal of the field determined by the set (a) = (0).

In order to establish this result let

y% = Yi(x, bx, ■ ■ ■ , bn, ci, ■ ■ ■ , cn)
(4.4)

Xo = 1,      \ß = A.ß(x, bi, ■ ■ ■ , bn, C\, ■ ■ ■ , cn)

be a 2w-parameter family of extremals containing E0 for values bi = bi0, ct = ci0,

Xo1 ̂x^Xo2 and such that the parameters bi; Ci are the values of the functions

Yi, Zi=FVi'(x, Y, Yx, A) at x^Xq1, the functions F„ Yix, Zi, Aß having con-

tinuous first and second partial derivatives in a neighborhood of the values

(x, b, c) belonging to E0. The (w+r)-parameter family (4.1) obtained from

the family (4.4) by setting

„, bi = bi0 + riik(x01)ak + Uih{xax)ah,

(4.5)
Ci = ci0 + Uk{xax)ak + Vih{xül)cth

can now be shown to have the properties described in the lemma. For, by

differentiating the identities

bi = yiixo1, a, a),       Ci — z,{x}, a, a),

where Zi—Fyi', with respect to ak and ah it is found that the relations (4.2)

hold at x = x01 and hence also along E0, since along E0 the right and left mem-
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bers of equations (4.2) are solutions of the accessory equations (2.5) with the

same initial values at x—Xq1. The determinant |y<ot| is accordingly different

from zero along E0. It follows that the first n equations (4.1) have unique

solutions üi{x, y, a) which are continuous and have continuous first and sec-

ond partial derivatives for all (x, y, a) with (x, y) in a neighborhood g of E0

and (a) in a neighborhood A of (a) = (0). For each fixed set (a) in A the family

(4.1) not only simply covers g but also defines a Mayer field over g with the

slope functions and multipliers (4.3). This follows because in view of equa-

tions (4.5), a/1 = const., (2.6) the Hilbert integral takes the form

j'FVi'dyi = J* ddbi = — J d[(2a — Uia^Vuak]

on the hyperplane x = Xo1 and is accordingly independent of the path on x = xj

and hence also in g (I, p. 733). This completes the proof of Lemma 4.1.

A second lemma is the following. (Cf. VII, p. 110.)

Lemma 4.2. Let Ea be an extremal arc having the properties described in

Lemma 4.1. The function W(a) defined by equations (3.6) and (4.3) will have a

proper relative minimum at (a) = (0) if Ea satisfies the transversality condition

(2.2) and the condition Q(w) >0 for every set (w)^(O), where

(4.6) Q{w) = hiWhWi + [ciitikdk + Pt) + (c; — — f^e*)]

(4.7) ul = uihwh,     Vi = VihWh,     Ci = cihwh,     di = dlhwh,     e{ = eihw„,

{h, I = 1, • • • , r; i, k = 1, • • • , n)

bhi are constants defined by equations (2.3), and cih(x), dih(x), eih{x) are func-

tions satisfying the conditions (s = l, 2)

(4.8) Cih(x0e) = c'h,       riikdkh = cih — Uih,      Vikekh = uih.

It is well known that the function W(a) will have a proper minimum at

(a)=(0) whenever the conditions dW = 0, d2W>0 hold at (a) = (0) for all

differentials dai, • • • , daT not all zero. The lemma will accordingly be estab-

lished if we show that the equations

(4.9) dW = 0,      dW = Q(da)

are identities in dah • ■ ■ , dar. To this end let 5 denote the differential with

respect to the variables au ■ ■ ■ , ar of a function of (x, y, a). Thus

8pi = p,ahdah,       8Fyi> = dah[-)FVi'{x, y, p, I).
\dah/

We then have
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2        C ^'y2)
dW = dg + [(F - PiFVi.)dx + FVi.dyi\ + (dyt - Pidx)&Fy>.,

where here and elsewhere the differentials dx1, dy}, dx2, dy? are to be evalu-

ated in terms of dah by means of equations (1.3). This expression vanishes

identically at (a) = (0), since E0 satisfies the transversality condition (2.2)

and the differential equations yl = p%(x, y, 0) of the field determined by

(a) = (0). This proves the first relation (4.9). In order to prove the second

relation we note first that at (a) = (0)

d2W = d2g + [(F - piFyi,)d2x + Fy,d2yi + d(F- pfyjdx + dF^dy^

+ [{dyt - pidx)8Fy,]2+ f { - 8pi5Fyi,dx + (dy( - pidx)82Fyi.).

With the help of equations (2.3),

d(F - pJPVi,) = Fxdx + FVidyi - pidFVi,,

and the relations yl = p, along E0 it is found that

d2W = bhidahdai + [(dy{ - pidx)(dFV(. - FVidx + 8FV,)}2- I 8Pi8FVi>dx.

It is clear that this expression for d2W will reduce to the form Q(da) if we

establish the relations

r i2     r 12
[(dyi — pidx)(dFVi' - FVidx)\= [ci({ikdk + vi)\i>

(4.10) [(dy{ - Pidx)8FVi']>= [cfa - ft***)]' »

/8pl8Fyi>dx = [ui(vi — £ikek) ]* ,

where the functions c„ dit eit »4, »< are defined by equations (4.7) with

wh=dah. As a first step in the proof of these equations we note that in

view of equations (2.4) and y/ =pt along E0 we have at (a) =(0)

(4.11) dy* - Pi(x% f , 0)diC = clhdah = Ci(x°) (s = 1,2),

where x", yt' and their differentials are to be evaluated by means of equations

(1.3). Moreover if we set 8ai = aiahdah and let daf be the differential of the

function a,i[xs(a), ys(a), a], then along E0 with (a) = (0)

(4.12) 5a,- = - a, da? = di(x°) (s = 1, 2),

where di(x), d(x) are defined as above. For, by differentiating the identity
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(4.13) y{= yi[x, a(x, y, a), a\

for <xh at (a) =(0), it is found with the help of equations (4.2), (4.7) that

along Ea

0 = yiakSak + yiahdah = tjikSak 4- uit

and hence that ha,i=—ei by virtue of the definition of e». Similarly from

equations (4.13) with x, y* replaced by x"(a), yis(a) it follows that at (a) = (0)

dyf — yixdx" = yiakdak* + yiahdah = i\ikda{ 4-

and hence by equations (4.11) and yiX = pi along E0 that

i)%k{xs)da£ = Ci{x") — Ui(x°) (s = 1, 2).

This is clearly only possible in case di(x") =dai1' by virtue of equations (4.7)

and (4.8) with wh = dah. Finally by the use of the identity

F»AX> y> P> 0 = ^i[x, a(x, y, a), a]

and the Euler-Lagrange equations zix=FVi along the extremal E0 one finds

with the help of equations (4.2), (4.7), (4.12), and wh = dah that

dFVi- — FVidx = ziakdak + ziahdah = Ukdak + Vi,
(4.14)

5FVi> = ziaiSak 4- ziahdah = — ^ikek 4- vi.

The first two equations (4.10) are now an easy consequence of equations

(4.11), (4.14), and (4.12). In order to establish the last of these equations we

need the further relation along E0

(4.15) Spi = yixakSak 4- yixahdah = — t}ikek 4- »»' = Viktk

which follows readily from equations (4.3), (4.2), and (4.12), the last equa-

tion being obtained by differentiating the equation «; = r)ikek. Moreover along

E0 the expression T]ik8Fv<l is a constant. For, by means of equations (4.14)

and Ui = -qaej it is found that along E0

VikSFVi' = (ijaüj — u£ik) + — Vik^n)ej.

In this expression the second term on the right is zero by virtue of equations

(2.6). The first term is a constant since (I, p. 738) the sets r]ik, ftjfc and ut, v{

are solutions of the accessory equations (2.5). The expression rjikbFyi> is ac-

cordingly constant along E0 and hence by equations (4.15) we have

(d/dx)(ui&FVi>) = (d/dx)(8FVi>r)ikek) = SFVi'rnkek = 8pibFVi'.

From this relation and equation (4.14) one readily obtains the last equation

(4.10). This completes the proof of Lemma 4.2.
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5. Proof of Theorem 2.1. In this section we shall consider as admissible

arc E0 satisfying the conditions described in Theorem 2.1 with a set of multi-

pliers X0 = l, Xß(x). It is well known (I, p. 735) that E0 forms with these

multipliers a non-singular extremal arc. The following lemma will be useful

in the proof of Theorem 2.1.

Lemma 5.1. There exists for the extremal E0 a conjugate system rjik, fa and

a set of r solutions Uih, Vih (h = \, • ■ ■ , r) of the accessory equations (2.5) such

that the determinant \ riik(x) \ is different from zero on E0 and the quadratic form

Q(w) described in Lemma 4.2 is positive definite on E0.

If we accept the truth of Lemma 5.1 the proof of Theorem 2.1 can be

made as follows: By virtue of Lemmas 5.1,4.1, and 4.2 there exist neighbor-

hoods % of E0 and A of (a) = (0) and a set of slope functions and multipliers

(4.3) defining a Mayer field over g for each set (a) in A and such that

W(a) >W{0) for every set (a) ^(0) in A. The arc E0 is an extremal of the

field determined by (a) = (0). Moreover by virtue of the condition Hjj for

Eo the condition (3.7) of Theorem 3.2 will be satisfied if we take the neighbor-

hoods g and A so small that the elements (x, y, p, T) will lie in the neighbor-

hood of the elements (x, y, y', X) on E0 prescribed by the condition ILr.

Theorem 2.1 now follows from Theorem 3.2.

In order to establish Lemma 5.1 we set, for convenience, xl = x01, x2=x02

and prove first the further lemma.

Lemma 5.2. Ifc,(x) (x1^x^x2) is an arc satisfying the condition

ti(x2)ci(x2) - tiix^aix1) = 0 (i = 1, • • • , n)

for every solution f,- of the accessory equations (2.5) having r]i = 0 on x^x2,

then the end values of d(x) can be joined by a solution ??; =m,(#), f=Vi(x) of the

accessory equations.

This result follows at once from the proof of "Lemma 7.2" of Hestenes

(IV, p. 809), since the end points of E0 are not conjugate; that is, there is no

solution t)i, of the accessory equations having ^(x1) =?7i(x2) =0 and jy.^O

on x1*:2. This follows because along such an arc one would have Ji(y, 0) =0

contrary to the condition IV. This lemma differs from "Lemma 7.2" of

Hestenes in that we do not require the arc ct{x) to be admissible.

Returning to the proof of Lemma 5.1 we first note that by virtue of the

condition IV there exists a conjugate system ??«, of solutions of the ac-

cessory equations having its determinant | Tjik(x) \ different from zero on E0

(IV, p. 811). Secondly, let Uiy, Viy (y = 1, • • • , q) be a maximal set of solu-

tions of equations (2.5) such that ^7,^=0 on xlx2 and the matrix
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\\Viy(x*)c2ih - F4r{yy«|| (7 = 1, • • • , q; h = 1, ■ • • , r)

has rank q. In fact we can suppose that

(5.1) Viy(x2)cih — V(y(xl)ca = Syh        (y = 1, • • • , q; h = 1, • • • ,r),

where 5Tr = 1, 57>, = 0 (y^k), since this result can be brought about by a non-

singular linear transformation on the parameters au ■ ■ ■ , ar and by taking

suitable linear combinations of the solutions Uiy, Viy. Let cih(x) be a set of

arcs having cih(xs) =c\h (s = l, 2; h = l, • • • , r). For each value o- (q<<r^r)

the arc c<(r satisfies the conditions described in Lemma 5.2 by virtue of equa-

tions (5.1). Its end values can therefore be joined by a solution Uu, v(„ of the

accessory equations. We may accordingly suppose that c;„ = Mi<r. Let

(5.2) uiy = eUiy m 0,       viy = eViy (y = 1, ■ • • , q),

where e is a constant chosen in the manner described below, and let

dih(x), eih(x) (h = l, ■ ■ ■ , r) be solutions of equations (4.8). Since uiy=0

(7 = 1, ■ ■ ■ , q), ci<r = uic (<x = q+l, ■ ■ ■ , r), we have also eiy=0, dia=0. If

now we set

r -i2
Aßy = bßy 4- (1/2) [ciß?ikdky 4- ciy^ikdkß\ (ß, y = 1, • • • , q),

-2

2Byr — 2byT 4- [drtitdky — ciy{£ikekT — 2»iT)J ,

C„r = bCT 4- (1/2) [«<,»,> 4- UirVi,] (<r, t = q 4- 1, • • • , r),

then by the use of equations (5.1), (5.2), eiy=0, dia = 0 it is found that the

quadratic form Q(w) of Lemma 4.2 can be written in the form

Q(w) = (Aßy 4- 2t8ßy)wßWy 4- 2ByTwywT 4- C„Tw„wT,

where 5^ = 1, 0^ = 0 (ß^y). The values Aßy = Ay8, Byr, CaT — CT<, are inde-

pendent of e. If we set

77i = Mi,»,, f i = Vi„w„, wy = 0, wa = w„ (y = 1, • • • , q; a = q 4- 1, • • • , r),

we have ??i(xs) =CaWh (s = l, 2; Ä = l, •••,>•) and

(5.3) C„Wo-wT = bhiwhwi 4- [fjfij ■» /2(i7, w),

the last equation being obtained by integration by parts with the help of

equations (2.5). By the condition IV' we have Ji{t], w)>0 unless Vi=0,

wh = 0, that is, unless w„ = 0. The quadratic form (5.3) is accordingly positive

definite. From the theory of quadratic forms it now follows that Q(w) will

also be positive definite if the constant « is sufficiently large. For example,

this can be seen by showing that the matrix
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Aßy + 2e8py   BßT II

has a sequence of positive principal minors beginning in the lower right-hand

corner. This proves Lemma 5.1. The proof of Theorem 2.1 is now complete.

6. Relation to the methods of Mayer, Hahn, and Bliss. The methods used

in the last two sections are closely related to the methods of Mayer and

Hahn as presented by Bliss (II) when properly interpreted. The earlier

method seems to be applicable only in case E0 is normal on the interval xj x02.

In making his sufficiency proof Bliss essentially establishes a result which

when phrased in the terminology of the present paper can be stated as fol-

lows:

Theorem 6.1. // the arc En is normal on x01x02 and satisfies the conditions

described in Theorem 2.1, there exist neighborhoods % of E0 and N of the end

values of E0 and a set of slope functions and multipliers (3.1) having the proper-

ties described in Theorem 3.1 and such that every point (x1, y1, x2, y2) in N is a

set of end values of an extremal of the field determined by it. Moreover the func-

tion W(xl, y1, x2, y2) is the extremal integral; that is, it represents the value of J

along the extremal in g whose end values are given by (x1, y1, x2, y2).

Thus we see that in this case the inequality (3.4) can be written in the

form

(6.1) 7(C) =/(£) =/(£0),

where E is the extremal in $ joining the ends of C. The relation (6.1) and the

last theorem indicate clearly the connection between our work and that of

Mayer, Hahn, and Bliss.
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